Item #PKTRIMKIT

Universal Pen Barrel Trimming Kit

This kit provides the ability to square the end of pen blanks so parts will fit properly and clean glue from the inside of the tube. This kit includes a ¾” cutter head (E) and cutting shafts for the following tube sizes; 7mm(A), 8mm(B), 3/8”(C) and 10mm (D). Sleeve (F) will slide onto shaft (A) to adapt to tubes used for making PSI’s #PKMONTPCL and #PKPARKPCL kits.

To assemble the trimmer - slide on the cutter head (E) on to the appropriate cutting shaft and tighten the set screw onto the flat part of the shaft with allen wrench (G).

For best results use a drill press. Position the blank vertically (use PSI’s #DRILLLCENT Centering vise). Place a scrap piece of wood underneath. Advance the trimmer using the drill press handle until the cutter trims the wood and tube flat.